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New information age and human capital development 

The transition from the agricultural or industrial age to information age is happening around the world in the 

societies we live in. However the world is also seeing new emerging issues putting new pressure on societies. 

Some of the most pressing problems of our times like  persistent poverty & unemployment, HIV/AIDS, food 

security, energy shortage, global warming, environmental degradation, rising cost of healthcare etc. are now 

becoming key priorities for the societies. The younger generation which are global citizens of tomorrow have to 

be better prepared for handling these issues of today & tomorrow, otherwise they will be left with an increasingly 

complex world with problems created by us for pursuing developmental needs of today but compromising the 

needs of the future.  

 

Similarly the world is facing new divides more than ever. Be it digital divide, demographic divide or skill divide, 

the impact on the society is immense and nation’s ability to respond to it and create long term strategic advantages 

is more critical than ever, given the world is seeing shift towards globalized knowledge driven economy from 

natural resources driven economy.  

 

And in that context, human capital development is one of the top strategic priorities most nations are seeking. 

Governments, policy makers, civil societies, businesses, academia and society in large look at arriving newer & 

better ways of preparing younger generation as learning generation who can learn, unlearn & relearn faster to 

address their own long term socio economic developmental needs. More so in developing nations, this is the 

opportunity to leapfrog and accelerate development with right structures & policies as they have higher 

demographic dividends and bigger, deeper canvas to innovate for its own developmental needs. Also with advents 

of technology and globalization in 21st century information age that provides level playing field to all, the 

opportunity to change is here & now for developing countries.  

 

The mismatch between 21st century globalized world & current education 

However the fact remains that though the way we live, work & play has changed so much in last a few years, but 

the way we learn has not. Every aspect of 21st century society is being transformed by Information & 

Communication Technologies (ICT): the economy, the workplace, the home, commerce, government, the health 

sector but the education sector still operate based on the needs of the industrial society. This misalignment 

between schools and society takes the form of discrepancy between what and how we teach students in schools 

and how schools are organized and operated. Be it new age aspirations or 21st century career readiness, current 

education system is often not adequately equipped to provide the skills necessary to fulfill these goals. Similarly 

the world requires very diverse workforce now compared to industrial age due to emerging shifts in the way big 

problems are getting solved with the advent of technology. As an example, with world population poised to touch 

9 billion in a few years from now, smart living needs are becoming critical and though many countries have huge 
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unemployment, construction sector worldwide (which is often a big economic driver in any nation) is struggling 

to attract talent to meet the need of diverse professionals for smart home sales, insurance planners, designers, 

architects, energy experts, construction engineers, etc. Thus the gap in employment needs of the world against the 

available employability ecosystem (education system of schools, colleges etc.) is widening, thus hurting socio 

economic development agendas of the nations. This coupled with demographic shifts in developing countries with 

younger population base, is making job creation and job readiness as the biggest socio political agendas 

everywhere. Conversely, in nations that are seeing demographic decline, increasing job productivity through 

innovation is the key, and making education system ready for that is critical. In both the cases, education system 

reform is critical for their human capital growth needs due to change in the skill equation & its impact on socio 

economic growth of the nations. 

 

With advent of ICT in the information age, this problem is taking an entirely new dimension. First, jobs of the 

future are not even created yet. With rapid pace of technology & globalization, in the contemporary workplace, 

people work in teams across the boundaries of time and space and use a variety of social, digital and physical 

resources to solve complex problems and create new ideas, products and services. They use ICT to collaborate 

and share resources, ideas and products with colleagues, customers, or a larger audience or markets to make use of 

the knowledge they create in meaningful ways. Today’s fast jobs that are growing didn’t even exist five to ten 

years ago.  App developer, Social media manager or Sustainability manager are a few examples of new high in-

demand jobs that were not existing earlier. And that trend will continue in the future as well. Mckinsey Global 

institute estimates that by 2020, there will be a global shortfall of 85 million high and middle skilled workers 

worldwide as this paradigm of new job sector continues to accelerate due to new technologies, new applications 

that touches everyone’s lives. 

 

Second and at more fundamental level, the demands for skills desired in today’s workforce are changing. A study 

conducted by Levy and Murnane concluded that in US economy, jobs requiring routine manual and cognitive 

skills as well as non-routine manual skills actually declined over the period of last five decades and only the jobs 

that require non routine analytical skills have shown consistent growth. Now that poses a big question to existing 

education systems and a dilemma to schools. The skills that are the easiest to teach and test are also ones that are 

easiest to digitize, automate and outsources and hence the decline in the jobs requiring those skills. So what role 

schools of information age should play, how they teach skills that are essential for success in new knowledge era, 

what are these skills, how do we measure these skills etc., these are some of the new questions being asked and 

discussed at every level of society given globalization and ICT will continue to accelerate this dilemma. The most 

education systems around the world still engage in traditional practices that require students to work individually, 

as they recall facts or perform simple procedures in response to pre-formulated problems, without the aid of books, 

computers, social networks, or other resources. So in order to prepare students for 21st century challenges and 

opportunities, significant reform is needed in education systems and innovation has to be brought in every aspect 

of schooling : who goes to school & how, what is learned and how it is learned, how learning is assessed, and how 

schools are organized. It is no more question of just conventional access and conventional teaching learning 

quality improvement or pedagogy improvement but a whole new way of incorporating new skills and innovation 
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agenda in education reforms worldwide to address challenges posed by globalization and advent of technologies 

in information & knowledge era ahead of us.  

 

Business, academia and researcher community broadly call these essential skills which workforce of today & 

tomorrow needs as 21st century skills. The skills that are essential for success of young generation in globalized 

world moving towards knowledge economy consist of skills like communication skills, problem solving skills, 

collaboration & team working skills, critical thinking or analytical skills, Information literacy skills. These skills 

though in itself are not new but carry in a meaning in ICT driven information age as it helps learners to be better 

prepared to handle the current & future challenges in front of us. It provides foundation to think & act differently 

by making more sense of information available, create new knowledge collaboratively and apply for real world 

use and prepare them to be productive in workforce as they simulate real work like environments in classrooms. 

Also students learn much more in informal learning settings than in formal classroom given the time they spend 

outside classrooms in their waking hours every day and given the new learning platforms they experience through 

games, TV, other media etc. outside of formal learning settings. And this is becoming true for developing 

countries as well as advanced countries. Hence it becomes critical to provide lifelong anytime anywhere anyplace 

seamless 21st century skills learning environment for learners of new generation. This generation, which is 

growing up in a technology abundant world, is called as EPIC generation by Futurist Dr. Leonard Sweet because 

they are Experiential, Participatory, Image Rich and Connected. They demand new modern learning paradigm, a 

new learner centered education system where each individual student is treated as a student with special need – a 

system of education which accommodates instruction for all, not enforcing one size fits all. This system of 

modern learning paradigm makes every student a social learner who is self-directed and who is always inquiry 

driven (ready to move from known side of knowledge acquisition to unknown side of knowledge exploration & 

creation). The current conventional classroom design doesn’t often provide this new paradigm and hence we need 

to shift our mindset for instruction & assessment to learner centered instruction & learner centered assessment. 

The educators need to ask themselves: what are the new methods of instructions and assessment in learner 

centered education, what does learner centered education look like in the information age, and what should we do 

to incorporate essential 21st century skills in teaching learning processes. 

 

These major changes in instruction and assessment require a substantial change in roles of students, teachers and 

parents in learning process. In the heart of 21st century learning that is enquiry driven & always engaged, is self-

directed and active students. Starting from planning to completion of learning projects, they are the owners of the 

learning process. Aligned with this role, teachers are involved in providing necessary support that each individual 

student needs. Teachers role become more critical than ever as they provide not just academic support but also 

emotional & psychosocial support. Parents provide additional guidance to their children and teachers seek 

opportunities to involve parents in supporting learning process to provide more guidance to learners and build 

closer relationship. This student centered learning require changes in current education system structures. And 

given the universal need of this, given globalization & information age we living in, developing such system 

should be topmost human capital development strategy priority for the nations. 

  

Technology led education transformations can give global competitiveness 
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For creating a new education learning paradigm and enabling human capital development, ICT can be a great 

enabler as well as catalyst for transformation or change agent. When we look at building new education systems 

for individual learners to help choose their learning outcomes, select media & strategies to use as vehicles to attain 

those outcomes at their own pace, it is impossible for teachers to enable such environment with differentiated 

instructions and assessments without effective integration of technology  to cater the needs of students, teachers, 

administrators etc. Also technology alone can’t fix bad education model, that’s why we must always think about 

how technology can be used to transform learning. 21st century skills education in every teaching learning process 

using technology offers that opportunity as it helps teacher’s implements new methods of instructions and 

assessment aligned to needs of the society. New models of technology based transformations like gamification, 

blending of formal & informal learning, shifts to virtual or hybrid models, personalization of learning & 

assessment, collaborative classroom management are some emerging examples that are based on new technology 

trends like mobility, cloud services, consumerisation etc. Developing countries can use some of these models to 

leapfrog from older challenges of education of industrial era to cater to needs of knowledge society building. Now 

is the time for every developing nation to take advantage of technology based education transformations to be a 

Learning Nation, possible through innovations in education and with help of ubiquitous cost effective 

technologies. By providing 21st century skills to its citizens, the nation can reap multiple benefits that can provide 

global competitiveness like enhanced talent pool, stronger economies, innovation driven efficiencies and technical 

leadership worldwide.  

 

Intel and 21st century education transformation 

Intel believes it has a large role to play in preparing students for success. Intel Education’s mission is to advance 

excellence in education worldwide.  And Intel vision is to create and extend computing technology to enrich the 

lives of every student on earth this decade.  Intel believes its aspirational vision is achievable based on its 

longstanding commitment to education. Intel has worked with educators and governments to transform education 

in 100 plus countries.  That work includes more than 150M students who have used Intel architecture solutions for 

learning and helping more than 10M teachers with professional development that helps them integrate technology 

effectively in their classrooms and develop 21st skills in their students. Around the world more than 7M students 

participate in Intel International Science & Engineering Fair (Intel ISEF) affiliated local fairs annually. And Intel 

employees also get involved supporting education.  They have volunteered more than 4M hours in local schools. 

Intel has invested $1B in the last decade for education improvements worldwide with $100M annual investment. 

The quality of education impacts everyone: students, employers, communities, and societies. So when Intel 

prepares students to accomplish more, Intel also inspire them to tackle local and global challenges. That 

contributes to a better workforce, expands innovation, creates opportunities for growth, and builds stronger 

communities. Intel knows that a comprehensive approach is necessary to transform education. Through its long-

standing dedication to education, Intel is delivering fresh insights, unique programs, and holistic solutions to help 

educators, government officials, IT professionals, and other leaders inspire excellence in students worldwide. 

 

One of the biggest investment Intel has done is in area of teacher professional development. We all know that 

quality of education can’t exceed quality of its educators. Intel empowers educators to integrate technology that 

engages students in learning and prepare them with critical 21st century skills for success in the global economy. 
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Its flagship program, Intel® Teach program provides flexibility through delivery options (face-to-face, online, or 

hybrid courses) and a range of course content levels (beginning through advanced experience). All courses enable 

teachers to introduce, expand, and support 21st century learning in any subject using their existing curricula. It has 

vast IP in multiple languages worldwide for teachers to learn more and more on how to effectively integrate & use 

technologies for their student success in their teaching learning process. Intel has trained more than 10 million 

teachers, student teachers and teacher educators worldwide using this program and it’s scaled in developed as 

developing countries in collaboration with local government or partner. It has resulted in changing countless 

students’ lives who have been benefitted with more educated teachers who knows how to integrate 21st century 

skills in education. Intel also works with governments and partners for helping them build holistic solution as per 

their key priorities. Intel understands that education technology requires more than great technology devices and it 

brings together whole ecosystem of product, software, local content and implementation support services together 

as per local needs to drive classroom transformation. Intel proactively also shares its knowledge of what works & 

doesn’t work, and various system reform models through various policy networking forums & channels so that 

education system designers are in best position to learn from each other while addressing their 21st century 

education needs. 

 

Key issues and key learnings with respect to globalization of education 

There are growing research backed evidences that technology can be key enabler for transforming teaching 

learning towards modern student centered 21st century skills integrated education system aligned to global needs. 

This change requires strong leadership support as well as role model or champion for any initiative to start, scale, 

sustain & eventually systemize. Some key aspects to incorporate in this journey of transformation (i) Stakeholder 

and change management is very critical as age old teaching practices don’t change overnight. Sustained 

professional development is the key (ii) No one size fits all – every education system requires its unique approach 

for start – scale-sustain – systemize (iii) Given increased globalization, policy makers have to pay attention to new 

emerging issues like education data governance, innovation policy, responsible & safe ICT usage (iv) PPP 

partnership models need to be continuously redefined to take advantage of all the global knowledge & 

competencies available from all stakeholders. These are also some of the areas worth exploring for more future 

prospects of international cooperation. 

 

It’s time that nations collaborate with each other in new ways, form new partnerships, build new approaches for 

education transformation to enrich the lives of students around the world. And Intel remains committed as a 

trusted partner, with its education transformation efforts worldwide, to help countries achieve their own human 

capital development goal for success of their citizens in this complex 21st century world.  


